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Prussian blue as a cathode for sodium-ion
batteries†

Yu Luo, Jiayu Peng and Youwei Yan*

As advanced electrode materials for sodium ion batteries, Prussian blue and its derivatives have attracted

considerable attention due to their low cost, structural stability and facile synthesis process. However,

the application of commercially available Prussian blue is limited by its poor electronic conductivity as

well as the structural defect induced by crystalline/interstitial water molecules. Herein, to address these

drawbacks, an etching-agent free method is developed to synthesize Prussian blue with a hollow

structure, and the synthesis mechanism is revealed. Owing to the stability of divalent iron ions, the

shorter electron/ion diffusion pathway and fewer defect sites of the hollow structure, the obtained

Prussian blue exhibits excellent electrochemical performance (specific capacity of 133.6 mA h g�1 at 1C,

1C ¼ 170 mA g�1), which can put forward a new avenue to engineer advanced electrode materials for

sodium ion batteries.
1. Introduction

Owing to its intrinsic open frame, stable structure and
moderate synthesis process, Prussian blue shows great poten-
tial as an advanced sodium ion battery cathode.1–3 Unfortu-
nately, due to its poor electronic conductivity and defects in its
inner structure, the electrochemical performance of commer-
cial Prussian blue is poor. Recently, hollow structured Prussian
blue has been developed with improved electrochemical
performance, since it has a shorter electron/ion diffusion
pathway and fewer defect sites in the structure compared to its
solid counterparts.4,5 According to previous reports, hollow
structured Prussian blue can be synthesized in two ways:
through a so template synthesis method and a hard template
synthesis method.6 As a typical so template synthesis method,
Prussian blue can be produced in oil-in-water emulsion with the
assistance of surfactants.7 In the hard template synthesis
method, an etching agent and surfactants are needed as addi-
tives.8 However, methods without any additives to synthesize
hollow structure Prussian blue are rarely reported.

The self-template synthesis method is a special branch of the
hard template synthesis method, in which the precursor is used
as the template and no additive is needed.9 In this study, we
synthesize the hollow-structured Prussian blue by using the
precursor as the self-template, etching agent and surfactants,
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without any other additives. Compared to the traditional solid
structure, this hollow structure improves electrochemical
performance due to fewer defect sites, short electron/ion
diffusion pathways as well as chemical stability of the divalent
iron ions. Besides, we studied the phase and morphology
transition process of this hollow structure and the mechanism
is explicated. This is the rst time to use the nal product as the
cathode and its precursor as the anode to assemble a full cell.
This method might accelerate the study for other Prussian blue
analogues and has great potential to be use in other elds, such
as supercapacitors, electrocatalysis and bioscience.10
2. Results and discussion

The synthesis methods of sample-FF, sample-CF and sample-PB
are interpreted in the Experimental section: sample-CF is
dened for Co–C–N–Fe, the sample-FF is dened for its derivate
Fe–C–N–Fe, the sample-PB is dened as Prussian blue sample
synthesized by the traditional method. The change in the
sample color illustrating the synthetic process of sample-FF is
shown in Fig. 1a. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of
sample-CF, sample-FF and sample-PB are shown in Fig. 1b. The
unique small peak at the 15 degree reveals that the structure of
Fe3[Co(CN)6]2 is different from that of Na2Fe[Fe(CN)6]. Raman
spectra of sample-PB, sample-FF and sample-CF were obtained
to analyze the structure of sample-FF and are shown in Fig. 1c.
The peak at 2100 cm�1 is observed in all spectra, which is
related to the cyanogen group. The peaks at 498 cm�1 in the
Raman spectrum of sample-CF are attributed to the Co–C–N
group. Moreover, two peaks located at 534 cm�1 and 603 cm�1

in the Raman spectra of sample-FF and sample-PB correspond
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic for the synthetic mechanism of the sample-FF. (b) XRD patterns of sample-PB, sample-FF and sample-CF. (c) Raman plot of
sample-PB, sample-FF and sample-CF.
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to Fe–C and N–Fe groups.11 The sample-CF gives rise to a strong
peak at 498 cm�1 and no peak appears at 534 cm�1.

To further reveal the phase transition process from
sample-CF to sample-FF, ex situ XRD and Raman analysis
were conducted. As the solution A is dropped into suspension
B, the chemical reaction starts. Small fractions are extracted
from the reaction mixture at the time nodes: 10 mi, 30 min,
1 h, 2 h, and 3 h, which are denoted as sample FF-1 to sample
FF-5. These samples are then washed and dried in a vacuum
oven for 12 h at 80 �C for ex situ characterization. As this
action is destructive, the total quantity of sample diminishes
during this production, and the quantity of the small frac-
tions is kept as small as possible in order to minimize any
effect on the reaction rate arising from changes in mass
quantity within the precipitin reaction. The ex situ Raman
test result also conrms that the peaks referred to the Co–C–
N group and the Fe–C–N group are gradually changing, as
shown in Fig. S1.† The ex situ XRD characterization result
shown reveals that the (111) peak weakens sample-CF to
sample-FF, indicating the Fe3[Co(CN)6]2 phase is turning into
the Na2Fe[Fe(CN)6] phase.
31828 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 31827–31833
Fig. 2a shows a simplied synthetic process of the hollow
structure. The process is evidenced by the transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) observation, as shown in Fig. S5.† The Rietveld
XRDmethod is used to t the XRD pattern, which corresponds to
the crystal structure of sample-FF, as shown in Fig. 2b. The crystal
structure analysis is based on the crystallography open data-
base.12 The pattern shows strong peak and all the peaks are well-
indexed to Na2Fe[Fe(CN)6], (JCPDS no. 52-1907, a ¼ 10.1990 Å, c
¼ 10.1990 Å), revealing that the sample-FF compound is well-
crystallized without any impurities (a ¼ 10.247 093 Å, c ¼
10.247 093 Å, V ¼ Å3 and Rp ¼ 6.30%). Also, the detected value
(Yobs) of the XRD pattern is close to the t value (Ycal). The crystal
structure used for the tting is shown in Fig. 2c. The eld
emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) images
conrm that the solid structure Prussian blue change to the
hollow structure aer the self-templated synthesis (Fig. S3†), and
the Fig. S3g† shows that most hollow structure is completely
integrated. The FESEM image further reveals the difference
between sample-FF and sample-PB, as shown in Fig. S9c and d,†.
The EDS analysis and the elemental mapping results of sample-
CF, sample-FF-1, sample-FF-4, and sample-FF are presented in
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 (a) Schematic of the synthetic process for sample-FF. (b) The Rietveld XRD pattern of the sample-FF. (c) The crystal structure diagram of
sample-FF.
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Fig. S4.† The elemental analysis results reveal that the content of
cobalt gradually decreases to zero, while the content of iron is
continuously increasing. The excess mass content of oxygen
element, carbon element and platinum element owe to the
special preparation method of SEM samples.13 The TEM results
shown in Fig. S5† are consistent with the SEM data, revealing the
morphological change from the solid structure to the hollow
structure. It can be seen in Fig. S5a† that sample-CF shows
a completely solid structure, and themorphological change starts
in the square sides and the corners. Subsequently, new boundary
of the cube structure forms, and the inner cubic structure begins
to dissolve. Finally, uniform hollow structured Prussian blue
particles are produced, as shown in Fig. S5g.† This morpholog-
ical transition process is reported in other studies but etching
agent and surfactant are used in those studies.14–17 Fe3[Co(CN)6]2
plays important roles of divalent iron ion source, etching agent
and surfactant in the self-templated synthesis method. In order
to gure out whether iron replaces cobalt in the position close to
carbon element in the Prussian blue structure, ex situ X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) test is conducted. Fig. S6†
shows that the peak area of the C–Fe chemical bond continues to
increase. The peak area related to the N–Fe chemical bond
becomes smaller compared to the C–Fe peak area. The Co–C
bond peak area gradually decreases and nally disappears in
sample-FF, which indicates that Fe–C–N substitutes the Co–C–N
group, rather than Fe–C substituting Co–C (this alternative way
would lead to transitionmetal doping). The FT-IR result shown in
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Fig. S8a† further proves this substitution process. The intensity of
the N–Fe chemical bond becomes weaker compared to the C–Fe
chemical bond because the Fe–C–N–Fe functional group substi-
tutes the Co–C–N–Fe functional group.18–20 The above character-
izations reveal that the bond energy of the Co–C–N group is
weaker than that of the Fe–C–N group. This is the key point for
the phase transition from Fe3[Co(CN)6]2 to Na2Fe[Fe(CN)6].

X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) shows that no cobalt
ion is detected in sample-FF and sample-PB, as shown in
Fig. 3a. This result is in agreement with the XPS element mass
content result (Fig. S7†). Moreover, no C–FeII chemical bond
can be found in sample-CF, and the relative peak area ratio of
FeII/FeIII in sample-FF is higher than that in sample-PB. These
XPS results demonstrate that the content of Fe2+ in sample-FF is
higher than that in sample-PB. The abundant Fe2+ in Prussian
blue owns two advantages: (1) stable structure. (2) Rich sodium
ion source.21 According to the above-mentioned results, the
formation of Prussian blue of sample-FF can be formulated as:

Fe3
�
CoðCNÞ6

�
2
þNa4FeðCNÞ6 �!

drop
NaxFe

�
FeðCNÞ6

�

þNa4�x

�
CoðCNÞ6

�
2

The possible formation mechanism can be explained by the
Kirkendall effect as reported before in other cases.22,23 Due to
the smaller size and higher mobility of Fe2+, Fe2+ moves faster
than [Fe(CN)6]

2� and [Co(CN)6]
3� when sample-CF reacted with
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Fig. 3 X-Ray photoelectron spectrum: (a) XPS wide spectrum for all samples. (b) XPS narrow spectrum of Fe 2p for sample-CF. (c) XPS narrow
spectrum of Fe 2p for sample-FF. (d) XPS narrow spectrum of Fe 2p for sample-PB.
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Na4Fe(CN)6, thus resulting in a hollow morphology.22–24 Fig. S8b
and c† present the thermo-gravimetric analysis result, indi-
cating that sample-FF has lower crystal water content than
sample-PB.25 Concluding from the EA/ICP results in Table S1,†
formulas of sample-FF and sample-PB can be calculated as
Na1.38Fe[Fe(CN)6]0.845$0.86H2O and Na1.07Fe[Fe(CN)6]0.768
1.75H2O. The calculation process of the exact formula is
provided in the ESI.† As calculated from the corresponding BJH
pore-size distribution, the mean pore size of sample-FF and
sample-PB is 3.965 nm and 3.34 nm, respectively (Fig. S9a and
b in the ESI†). The mesoporous structure benets the inltra-
tion and mass transfer of the electrolyte.26 Fig. S9c and d† show
the FESEM images of sample-FF and sample-PB, which are
similar with those observed in Fig. S3.† Almost the entire
surface of the hollow structure is smooth and complete.

The electrochemical cycle performance of both samples is
shown in the Fig. 4a. At a current density of 1C, sample-FF
delivers a discharge specic capacity of 133.6 mA h g�1, and
initial coulombic efficiency is 95.47%. Sample-PB delivers
discharge specic capacity of 98.2 mA h g�1, with an 80.26%
initial coulombic efficiency. The improvement in the electro-
chemical performance is due to the stable structure of sample-
FF and fewer defects in the hollow structure. This conclusion
can be proven by other work reported.27–29 Aer tested for 100
electrochemical cycles, the discharge specic capacity of those
samples remains 95.7 mA h g�1 and 60 mA h g�1, respectively.
31830 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 31827–31833
The coulombic efficiency of sample-FF is nearly 100% in the
500 electrochemical cycling tests, while the coulombic effi-
ciency of sample-PB is discretized. Thus, sample-FF shows
a better electrochemical cycling performance than sample-PB.
Fig. 4b shows the electrochemical rate performance of sample-
FF and sample-PB. Various current densities from 0.5C to 20C
are conducted to test the battery. At 0.5, 1, 2, 5 and 20C,
sample-FF delivers the specic capacities of 141.7, 127, 115.1,
104.4, and 91.3 mA h g�1, respectively. At the rate of 20C, the
electrode still delivers a reversible specic capacity of
91.3 mA h g�1, retaining 64.4% of the specic capacity at 0.5C.
In contrast, sample-PB delivers specic capacities of 115.3,
108.7, 104, 98.1, 85 mA h g�1 from 0.5C to 20C, and the
reversible specic capacity at 20C is 73.7% of the specic
capacity at 0.5C. Fig. 4c and S10a† further show the charge/
discharge curves at various current densities of both
samples. The charge/discharge curves are stable and there is
a stable voltage platform at a high current density. Fig. 4d
shows the CV curves of sample-FF and sample-PB in the initial
electrochemical charge/discharge process; the several redox
couple peaks below 3.25 V are related to the high-spin Fe ion,
which is bonded to the N element. The redox couple emerges
higher than 3.5 V, which is related to the low-spin state Fe ion,
which is bonded to the C element.30 As shown in the electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) results in Fig. S10b,†
the intercept of the X axis in the low frequency part is related to
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 Electrochemical performance: (a) cycling performance of both samples at a current of 1C (1C¼ 170mA g�1). (b) Rate performance of both
samples. (c) Charge/discharge curves of sample-FF at various current densities. (d) CV curves of both samples.
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electronic resistance, and the radium of half circle in the high
frequency is related to electronic electrolyte transform ability.
The test shows that the charge transfer resistance of sample-FF
is obviously smaller than that of sample-PB, which proves that
the electronic conductivity of sample-FF is better than that of
sample-PB. Sample-CF and its derivative sample-FF are tested
in a full cell. The charge/discharge curves of sample-CF tested
in a half cell are present in Fig. S11a,† and the electrochemical
voltage is set from 0.001 V to 2.0 V. Sample-FF is chosen as the
cathode and sample-CF is chosen as the anode, and the anode
is 5% excess than the cathode.31 Both the cathode electrode
plate and the anode electrode plate are activated in half cell at
several cycles to be pre-sodiumized. The mass load of the
active material for each electrode is about 1.5 mg cm�2.
Fig. S11b† reveals the charge/discharge curve matchup of the
sample-FF/sample-CF full cell. The voltage of the full cell
electrochemical cycle test is set from 0.001 V to 4.0 V.
Fig. S11c† shows the electrochemical cycle performance of the
full cell at a current density of 0.5C (1C ¼ 170 mA g�1), which
delivers a specic capacity of 168.4 mA h g�1 with an initial CE
of 77.2%. The capacity loss is attributed to irreversible side
reaction and the formation of Na+ solid electrolyte interface
(SEI) layers on the anode. As the hollow structure of Prussian
blue has attracted considerable attention in the electro-
chemical eld and numerous studies have reported the
methods to synthesize the hollow structured Prussian blue,
the difference of this work from other work is described in the
Fig. S12.†,4,11,16,32–34 Compared to other methods, this work
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
provides a special synthesis method without using any etching
agent and surfactant additive.
3. Conclusion

In summary, hollow structured Prussian blue is produced
through a novel and simple method. The nal products exhibit
an excellent specic capacity as sodium ion battery cathodes.
The mechanism of the phase and morphological transition
from solid to hollow structure has been revealed by compre-
hensive characterizations. The electrochemical performance
improvement of the as-obtained Prussian blue derivative is
mainly due to the stable structure and hollow morphology. The
obtained Prussian blue derivatives exhibit fewer defects and
disorder sites, and higher electronic conductivity. The Prussian
blue with a stable structure can tolerate the volume change
caused by sodium ion insertion and extraction processes.35,36

Finally, Fe3[CO(CN)6]2 and its derivative are assembled as a full
cell, which exhibits great potential in Na-ion battery. The low
cost, simple synthesis method and excellent electrochemical
performance make this hollow structured Prussian blue
signicant in sodium ion energy storage applications and other
elds such as supercapacitors, electro-catalysts, and biosensors.
4. Experimental section
4.1 Materials

Potassium cobalt-cyanide, ferrous sulfate, sodium ferro-cyanide
and anhydrous ethanol solution were purchased from Aladdin
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 31827–31833 | 31831
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company. Deionized (DI) water was used in all the synthesis
process.

4.2 Synthesis of sample-CF and sample-PB

Sample-CF was prepared via a custom co-precipitation method.
Firstly, FeSO4$7H2O (3 mmol) and K3Co(CN)6$10H2O (2 mmol)
were dissolved into 100 ml DI water in a 200 ml beaker, respec-
tively. Following that, the former solution was dropped into the
latter solution under the constant inert gas condition to obtain
white precipitate. Aer aging for 12 h, the precipitate was har-
vested through centrifugation and washed with DI water and
anhydrous ethanol for three times, respectively. Finally, the prod-
ucts were dried at 120 �C in a vacuum oven for 12 h. This sample is
denoted as sample-CF. Sample-PB was synthesized via the same
procedure used that for sample-CF only that K3Co(CN)6$10H2O (2
mmol) was replaced by Na4Fe(CN)6$10H2O (2 mmol).

4.3 Synthesis of sample-FF

Sample-FF was prepared through a modied co-precipitation
method. First, Na4Fe(CN)6$10H2O (6 mmol) was dissolved into
100 ml DI water and sample-CF (1 mmol) was suspended in
100 ml DI water in another beaker. Following that, the former
solution was dropped into the latter under the constant inert
gas condition (this is the drop period). The white suspension
gradually turned into blue suspension. Aer placing the
mixture for 24 h, the dark blue precipitate was harvested via
centrifugation and washed with DI water and anhydrous
ethanol for three times, respectively. Aer drying the products
at 120 �C under vacuum for 12 h, sample-FF was obtained.

4.4 The sample-FF-1 to sample-FF-5

Small fractions of the reaction mixture were extracted
throughout the drop period of the sample-FF with the time
nodes: 10 min, 30 min, 1 h, 2 h, and 3 h (the drop period over
these time nodes), and then these samples were washed in DI
water for purication. Finally, these samples were dried in the
vacuum oven at 80 �C, the times of the nal dried samples in the
vacuum oven at 80 �C is 12 h. As this action is destructive, the
total quantity of sample diminished during the production, and
the quantity of the small fractions was kept as small as possible
in order to minimize any effect on the reaction rate arising from
changes in mass quantity during the precipitation reaction. The
above samples were denoted as sample-FF-1, sample-FF-2,
sample-FF-3, sample-FF-4, sample-FF-5 respectively.

4.5 Characterizations

The Raman spectra were obtained by LabRAM HR800, 532 light
source test range from 400 to 2400 cm�1. The X-ray diffraction
(XRD) pattern was obtained by PANalytical B.V., using Cu Ka
radiation with a PIXcel detector, operating at 40 kV and 40 Ma,
and the test degree ranged from 10� to 80� at room temperature.
The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were obtained
by Nova NanoSEM 450, equipped with energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS) at an accelerating voltage of 25 kV. The
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were obtained
31832 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 31827–31833
by Talos F200X operated at 200 kV. The X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy was tested by AXIS-ULTRA DLD-600W, and the test
voltage ranged from 100 to 1200 eV. All XPS spectra were
collected using Al Ka radiation (1486.6 eV), mono-chromatized
by a couple crystal mono-chromator, yielding a focused X-ray
spot under work conditions of 2 kV and 30 mA. The alpha
hemispherical analyzer worked under constant condition at the
survey scan pass energy of 200 eV to test the integrity energy
band and 50 eV in a narrow scan to electively measure the
specic elements. The thermo-gravimetric analyses (TGA) was
tested by Diamond TG, for the sample-FF and sample-PB,
setting the temperature ranging from 25 �C to 600 �C at a rate
of 10 �C min�1 in N2 ow of 50 ml min�1. The N2 adsorption/
desorption isotherms for the BJH pore-size distribution plot
test was operated on a 3H-2000PM2 micro-pore analyzer at 77 K
under inert gas conditions. The elemental analysis (EA) was
tested by Vario Micro cube for detecting C and N content. The
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) was
tested by Prodigy Plus,for detecting Na and Fe contents. Phase
identication and Rietveld quantitative phase analysis were
conducted using the PANalytical High Score Plus soware with
PDF-4+ and ICSD databases.
4.6 Measurements

For the electrochemical measurements, the cathode was
composed of the specic sample : ketjen black : Super-
P : polyvinylidene uoride (PVDF) at a weight ratio of 7 : 1 : 1 : 1
on a clean Al foil. The cathode was dried in a vacuum oven at
120 �C for 10 h. The half-cell was assembled in an inert-lled
glove box (moisture and oxygen contents were less than 1
ppm). The electrolyte is NaClO4 dissolved in 1 : 1 diethyl-
carbonate/ethylene carbonate containing 5 wt% uoro-
ethylene carbonate. A Whatman glass ber was chosen as the
separator, and Na metal was used as the counter electrode. The
electrochemical cycle performance tests, the electrochemical
rate performance tests and the electrochemical charge/
discharge tests were conducted between 2.0 V and 4.0 V at
room temperature on a Land CT2001 battery tester (Land
Electronics, China). Cyclic voltammetry measurements and
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy tests were carried out
on an electrochemical workstation (CHI760E, China).
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